
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waikato Racing Club Date: Saturday 10 November 2012 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good(3) 
Rail: 4 Metres 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), A Coles, W Robinson, B Jones 
Typist: P Scott 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: ZARAGOZA, WANNABE, LE CHOIX, THUNDERBIRD ONE, CANTERINO, TAAXMAN, SAVANAH RUSH, 

SINGLE CURRENCY, KASUMI, IRISH ENCORE, MISS PELEAR, PUI PUI 
 

Suspensions: Race 
 
Race 
 
Race 

5 
 
6 
 
8 

S Shirahama MIDNITE RENDEZVOUS 
Careless riding 300 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 13 – 17/11 inclusive (4 days) 
C Lammas GALAXY ROAD 
Careless riding 400 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 18 - 25/11 inclusive (5 days) 
L Satherley SIEM REAP 
Careless riding 400 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 13 – 22/11 inclusive (6 days) 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Race  
 
Race 

2 
 
4 

M Sweeney BAZA 
Shifting ground 800 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
L Satherley ANNA MARIA 
Shifting ground 1200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Race 
Race 

7
9 

TILDA – 3 month stand down from racing, then clearance required 
CAIPIRINHA – 3 month stand down from racing, then clearance required 

Horse Actions: Race  2 ASSERTIVE – must barrier trial prior to racing next 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil    

Late Scratchings: Race  3
8 

IDIDIT at 1.04pm  
CHARMA at 3.52pm 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PLACEMAKERS HAMILTON JUVENILE 

FAST DRAGON (A Calder) and A BEAUTIFUL KNIGHT (R Hutchings) both shifted ground when jumping away severely 
crowding MATAMATA MAK (J Waddell) and DONNIE BRASCO (M Coleman) which both lost ground. 
PERFECTLY ROY (L Satherley) was slow away. 
PERFECTLY ROY raced three wide without cover throughout. 
MATAMATA MAK was held up having to be steadied off the heels of LUCKY FEATHER (S Shirahama) near the 450 metres 
and then made contact with PERFECTLY ROY when shifting out to obtain clear running near the 400 metres. 
LUCKY FEATHER was held up entering the final straight before shifting across the heels of ZARAGOZA (S Spratt) to obtain 
clear running passing the 300 metres.   
MATAMATA MAK lay out under pressure in the straight hampering PERFECTLY ROY near the 200 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of DONNIE BRASCO rider M Coleman stated that after being badly checked at 
the start the colt had failed to recover and had raced greenly throughout. 



 

 

Race 2 TE ATATU CHAP 21ST 1400 

BRAVADO (D Johnson) and MONEYTREE (R Hutchings) were both slow away. 
DOOLGUNNA (B R Jones) jumped outwards at the start hampering ASSERTIVE (J Parkes) and VICTORY GOLD (S Spratt). 
LA VITESSE (M Coleman) began awkwardly and was further hampered when OUR SUPERNOVA (M McNab) jumped 
inwards.   
WANNABE (S Doyle) jumped away awkwardly. 
ASSERTIVE commenced to hang outwards badly shortly after the start running off near the 600 metres and being retired 
from the race.  Trainer S Marsh was advised that ASSERTIVE is required to barrier trial to the satisfaction of a Stipendiary 
Steward before racing next.   
OUR SUPERNOVA over-raced in the early stages and had to be steadied off the heels of BAZA (M Sweeney) which lay in 
near the 1100 metres. 
VICTORY GOLD (S Spratt) which was racing keenly got its head up when being steadied going into the bend near the 800 
metres making contact with the running rail. 
EASY STREET (C Lammas) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
WALSBURGS FLIGHT (B Lammas) was inclined to get its head up when being steadied going into the bend near the 800 
metres and commenced to hang outwards being further hampered when BAZA shifted in when not fully clear.  M Sweeney 
was issued with a warning.   
WALSBURGS FLIGHT continued to hang out around the bend. 
COSMIC DUST (C Dell) made the 800 metre bend awkwardly. 
WANNABE which raced wide without cover throughout over-raced in the middle stages improving to sit outside the leader 
passing the 600 metres when still three wide. 
SHE’S SAMASHING (J Waddell) was inclined to lay out under pressure in the final 150 metres inconveniencing MONEYTREE 
(R Hutchings). 
VICTORY GOLD required veterinary attention post-race after being galloped on to the right foreleg. 

Race 3 NEWSTALK ZB 97FM 1400 

IDIDIT shied at the crossing during the preliminary dislodging rider A Calder who was uninjured.  IDIDIT took some time to 
be recaptured and was declared a late scratching at 1.04 pm acting upon veterinary advice. 
ALMON (K Leung) jumped away awkwardly. 
LE CHOIX (J Waddell) and SING FOR THE SUN (J Jago) were both slow to begin. 
SING FOR THE SUN was crowded between runners going into the bend near the 800 metres.   
BLACK HENNESSY (D Johnson) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
GLITZABEEL (C Dell) hung outwards throughout and was not persevered with over the final 200 metres finishing a distant 
last.  GLITZABEEL returned to the enclosure with a small amount of blood present in both nostrils.  A post-race veterinary 
inspection including an endoscopic examination of GLITZABEEL finding that the mare had not bled from the lungs. 
When questioned regarding the performance of LION ROCK HILL rider S Spratt was unable to offer any tangible excuse, but 
was of the opinion that the gelding is a staying type which would be better suited over more ground. 

Race 4 ZM89.8 1600 

THE SHACKLER (T Thornton) jumped away awkwardly. 
SEED OF SPEED (R Hutchings) was slow to begin and then was further hampered when RUBY LIPS (C Lammas) shifted in 
when leaving the barriers. 
Passing the 1400 metres THUNDERBIRD ONE (J Waddell) shifted out off the heels of OUR ZARA (S Spratt) hampering RUBY 
LIPS.  J Waddell was advised to exercise care. 
Approaching the 1200 metres OUR ZARA had to be steadied to avoid the heels of ANNA MARIA (L Satherley) which shifted 
in when not fully clear.  L Satherley was issued with a warning.  When being steadied OUR ZARA shifted out hampering 
THUNDERBIRD ONE and RUBY LIPS.    
RUBY LIPS over-raced in the early and middle stages, shifting out off heels near the 1100 metres to race three wide without 
cover for the remainder of the race. 
OUR ZARA was held up near the 300 metres. 
THUNDERBIRD ONE lay in near the 300 metres briefly crowding RUBY LIPS. 
THUNDERBIRD ONE ducked inwards abruptly near the 150 metres hampering ANNA MARIA. 
When questioned regarding the performance of SEED OF SPEED R Hutchings advised that the gelding had become fractious 
in the barriers and after jumping away had never travelled comfortably throughout the race being inclined to hang out 
once placed under pressure.  A post-race veterinary examination did not reveal any significant abnormalities with the 
gelding having some superficial abrasions to its legs.   

Race 5 NGAHINAPOURI GOLF CLUB 1600 

LORENZO (C Lammas), COOGEE FLYER (M McNab) and CANTERINO (M Coleman) all began a little awkwardly. 
HIGH SOCIETY (J Parkes) began awkwardly making contact with MIDNITE RENDEZVOUS (S Shirahama). 
FAIR FLEET (J Jago) was slow away. 
Near the 1200 metres SAMPHIRE (R Hutchings) had to be steadied off the heels of REMINISCING (B R Jones) which was 



 

 

being eased with SAMPHIRE dropping back on to EDENSOR (M Wenn) which was hampered. 
IMA PERFECT GUY (L Isherwood) raced three wide without cover around the bend. 
HIGH SOCIETY lay out around the turn. 
S Shirahama was suspended from the conclusion of racing on Monday 12 November until the conclusion of racing on 
Saturday 17 November, 4 riding days, after admitting a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount MIDNITE 
RENDEZVOUS to shift outwards passing the 300 metres when insufficiently clear crowding COOGEE FLYER which lost its 
line of running to which it was entitled.   

Race 6 HAURAKI 96.2FM 1600 

RANSOMS GOLD (P Turner) began awkwardly. 
DRAGON EYE (D Nolan) also began awkwardly shifting out and making contact with MOLTO GRATO (B Grylls). 
DRAGON EYE raced three wide without cover going into the bend before improving forward to lead and shift to the 
running rail passing the 600 metres. 
C Lammas admitted a charge of careless riding in that he angled his mount GALAXY ROAD outwards passing the 400 metres 
when not sufficiently clear into the line of CHAPEL BAY (A Calder) which was checked.  After hearing submissions the 
Judicial Committee suspended C Lammas’ licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Saturday 17 November 
until the conclusion of racing on Sunday 25 November, 5 riding days. 
TAAXMAN (J Whiteside) was held up near the 300 metres then shifted out across the heels of LOZADA (M Coleman) 
hampering GALAXY ROAD (C Lammas) near the 250 metres.  J Whiteside was advised to exercise more care.   

Race 7 ASHFORD LODGE 2100 

KEENLY (M Wenn) and MEDICI (M Coleman) were both slow to begin. 
PENUMBRA (V Gatu) jumped away awkwardly. 
SAVANAH RUSH (J Waddell) was obliged to race three wide without cover throughout. 
JUNGLE KNIGHT (S Spratt) raced ungenerously around the first bend dropping back on to XALTED (J Parkes) which got its 
head up when being steadied near the 1600 metres.   
PENUMBRA raced wide for the majority of the race.   
C’EST MAGNIFIQUE (A Calder) was unable to obtain clear running in the final straight until passing the 150 metres. 
KEENLY (M Wenn) raced in restricted room over the final 200 metres.   
TILDA (A Forbes) was found to have blood present in both nostrils on return to the enclosure.  A post-race endoscopic 
examination confirmed TILDA to have bled and is now subject to the mandatory three month stand down period. 

Race 8 TIMPSON FAMILY TRUST SPRINT 

CHARMA was a late scratching at 3.52 pm on veterinary advice after injuring itself in the tie-up stalls when being saddled.   
FAZZLE (J Waddell) was slow to begin. 
KASUMI (C Dell) jumped away awkwardly and was further hampered when STUPENDOUS (B R Jones) shifted in. 
KITT ANN MISS (T Thornton) began awkwardly hampering SWEET SUITOR (R Hutchings). 
MISS DANNI (C Lammas) got its head up when being steadied off the heels of ASPINAL (A Calder) passing the 1000 metres. 
STUPENDOUS raced three wide without cover throughout. 
SWEET SUITOR (R Hutchings) was unable to obtain clear running in the final straight. 
L Satherley admitted a charge of careless riding in that she angled her mount SIEM REAP outwards passing the 400 metres 
when insufficiently clear of ASPINAL which was crowded on to FAZZLE and severely checked.  After hearing submissions the 
Judicial Committee suspended L Satherley’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Monday 12 November 
until the conclusion of racing on Thursday 22 November, 6 riding days.   FAZZLE was then held up having to shift out 
abruptly across the heels of ANTONIO LOMBARDO (M Coleman) to obtain clear running near the 250 metres. 
ASPINAL was held up near the 250 metres. 
MAE JINX (J Parkes) which was weakening was crowded near the 200 metres when GOLDMINER (J Jago) shifted out slightly 
and STUPENDOUS was taken in slightly by SINGLE CURRENCY (D Johnson) which was laying in.   

Race 9 CLASSIC HITS 98.6 FM 1200 

It was reported that MA BELLE AMI (R Hutchings) had slipped over in a hose bay after arriving on course.  MA BELLE AMI 
underwent a pre-race veterinary examination being passed fit to run.   
BROKASH (R Norvall) dropped its head at the start and was slow away losing several lengths. 
MA BELLE AMI and CAIPIRINHA (D Johnson) both raced wide without cover.   
POCKET DIARY (J Oliver) over-raced in the middle stages and when being steadied going into the bend near the 800 metres 
went back on to MONKEY ROCK (M McNab) which was hampered.  Also hampered as a result was THE PRINCE (T 
Thornton).   
GOLD HUNTER (P Turner) made contact with the running rail near the 800 metres and shifted out further hampering 
MONKEY ROCK and THE PRINCE.  GOLD HUNTER then raced keenly around the bend.   
BROKASH made the 800 metre bend awkwardly having to be steadied.   
LUNAR ECLIPSE (M Sweeney) and MA BELLE AMI came together and bumped for several strides entering the final straight 
near the 400 metres.   
D Johnson immediately dismounted from CAIPIRINHA on pulling up, the gelding being found to have bled and as such 



 

 

subject to the mandatory three month stand down.   
MA BELLE AMI lost the near hind plate during the running.  

Race 10 HEALTH 2000 BENCHMARK 1200 

STREET LAW (K Leung) jumped away awkwardly. 
ROSE OF FALKIRK (C Lammas) was crowded between runners on jumping.   
PERIDOT (D Johnson) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
MISS PELEAR (R Hutchings) shifted out rounding the final turn crowding MOSH PIT (A Calder) near the 400 metres.   
AGENT ZIVA (M Wenn) was held up and unable to obtain clear running in the final straight until near the 150 metres. 
PEARLE LUSTRE (P Turner) shifted out passing the 100 metres and inconvenienced ALFONZE (J Whiteside) which was well 
back.   
BARBARIC (J Waddell) was dismounted on pulling up and led back to the enclosure.  A post-race veterinary examination 
found the gelding to be mildly lame behind.  
Apprentice K Leung was questioned regarding his riding tactics on his mount STREET LAW.  K Leung advised that his 
instructions had been to go forward which was confirmed by the mare’s co-trainer Mr T Busuttin.  Mr Busuttin added that 
the mare normally races on the speed and is normally difficult to settle if ridden amongst the field.  Apprentice K Leung was 
advised that after beginning poorly that he should have shown more judgement in the early to middle stages and would be 
in future expected to ride his mounts in a manner that is not left open to query.   

Race 11 MADISONS OF CAMBRIDGE 1600 

HE’S DAN (P Turner) was slow away. 
CHILL BILL (M McNab) knuckled when jumping away. 
TED’LL DO (R Norvall) began awkwardly and was further hampered when MISS HERB (M Sweeney) shifted out.   
PINNAFERO (T Thornton) was steadied near the 1300 metres. 
CAPTAIN MARVEL (J Parkes) over-raced for a distance near the 1200 metres. 
HARLEQUIN (R Hutchings) made contact with the hind quarters of PUSSY WILLOW (S Spratt) going into the bend near the 
800 metres. 
BRAVE CENTAUR (J Waddell) was briefly held up early in the final straight. 
CAPTAIN MARVEL shifted out under pressure near the 250 metres into the line of CHILL BILL (M McNab) which then 
became unbalanced when making contact with FEEL ONE (A Forbes).  Also inconvenienced was MISS HERB (M Sweeney). 
MISS HERB was held up near the 150 metres.   
FEEL ONE raced three wide without cover throughout. 

 
 
 


